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YOUR WORDS YOUR VOICE 



Why are we recording our words? 
What output will we need? 

What level of vocal prowess? 
Who is our audience? 

WHY RECORD AUDIO? 



ACX.com (Owned by amazon)  
 
If you want to sell your audiobook on audible/amazon, you have to go through 
ACX.com. 



Some of the submission 
requirements. 



Some ACX specifications 
 



Some ACX specifications 
 



Your words and voice, the equipment, and the setup. 

THE SETUP 



Before you record, warm up. 



Before you record, warm up. 



Your must be able to read your words. Paper or a teleprompter works great! 
We are using the Prompster app. 



A teleprompter works great if you are in a darkened studio like we will be. 



Choose the right microphone to record your voice. 
 
Not every mic sounds great for every voice. Think about where you will record. 
Will it be soundproof? If not, find a mic that will minimize external noise.  
 
Your mic will need to pick up brightness,  
warmth, good overall sound. Look for a mic  
with a wide dynamic range. 
 
Good starting mic: The Rode NT1-A  
Vocal Condenser Microphone  



Set up the microphone in its accompanying cradle and mount it on a 
microphone stand. You will need a way to connect the mic  such as cables and 
a recording “box,” or you can use a USB microphone and connect it directly to 
your computer. 



Soundproof your recording studio (even if it is a closet in the basement). You 
can spend money or mount a bunch of egg cartons. 



The software: Garageband, Audacity, Pro Tools, NCH, et. al. 
We will be using Garageband. 
 



Open Garageband. 
Choose Voice. 
 



The possible choices for vocal recording specs come up. 



Delete all but the Narration Vocal. 



Select Track and click “New Track With Duplicate Settings” to 
add three more tracks. 



Now we are ready to record. 


